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Create a CORPORATE CULTURE thatputs Sufferers and their own families FIRST. A lot more,
leaders have turned their focusto documentation and the bottom line and from the mission
ofthe work.Hospice work is not for the faint of center. It requires courage, commitmentand
accountability to achieve success. When hospice is at its finest, a properlytrained, passionate
staff can make a profound difference in the livesof the dying.Author Patrice Moore gets the win-
win solution.The MONEY will follow.Hospice regulations have grown to be more stringent and
scrutiny hasbecome more intense. No Objective No Marginis The fundamental guidebook for
managers, plank associates, and otheroperational executives to build rewarding financial plans
that concentrate onwhat issues most – the patients and their families.
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Valuable Source and Reference For Hospice Leaders and Laymen Alike The Veterans
Administration (VA) is an extreme example of a healthcare organization that dropped sight of its
objective to provide quality care for its patients. VA leaders nearly totally abandoned the human
connection to their patients and only tenure, compensation, internal politics and business
metrics to the extent that their margin and their mission are both irreparably broken - along with
the trust and respect of Veterans.In her book, Patti Moore plots a secure, protected course for
hospice leaders to get around through the rocks and shoals of running a viable, sustainable
business operation without compromising the product quality, compassion or dignity of their
look after patients. Sarah C.The book is undeniably a valuable resource and reference for
hospice leaders, but most of the principles and guidance could easily apply across many
healthcare disciplines. The book also holds practical background details for the nonmedical lay-
person - specifically for SENIORS and the "Sandwich Era" who tend to be looking after children,
shepherding elder family members through their last times and who are previous enough to be
considering their own end of existence options.Congratulations and thank you to Patti Moore for
such a generous contribution of insight, wisdom, knowledge and inspiration for hospice and
other healthcare personnel.. You've got to use the heart and interest for what you're creating -
and in that, you will succeed. As a head in your small business today, despite the fact that I'm not
really in the market specifically, the message bands true for managers everywhere. Thoughtful,
practical - a must-read for anyone in hospice management.. A great read. Her encounter and like
for the finish of lifestyle legacy is rewarding since it is insightful. This is a great read by a
hospice genius This is an excellent read by way of a hospice genius. Basic information Very
simple information.. Her advice, suggestions and solutions are created with crystal clearness in a
warm personal design always emphasizing the importance of balance between proficient
margin administration and the necessity for constant focus on the mission for quality care.
Satisfied Arrived in good shape. An expert's mission-driven management techniques offers a
roadmap to excellence Patrice Moore offers written a great guidebook for all those tasked with
making their hospice programs both humane and cost-effective in today's changing health care
environment. Her dedication to the mission of hospice informs the whole book, and the wisdom
she imparts here is the fruit of a lifetime in healthcare and hospice work.. Patrice Moore offers
written an excellent book that is a primer for hospice managers Patrice Moore offers written a
fantastic book that is a primer for hospice managers, board people, and the public who is
thinking about learning about hospice. Her publication reminds me why I am a CEO of a not for
profit hospice and why our great mission is the heart and soul of the hospice care we provide.
Many thanks Patti for writing your book! An excellent read. Thanks a lot, to the author for sharing
your passion, and what it's meant to therefore many. Every hospice manager and their teams
should read this book. Everyone who thinks they're called to business lead a team of hospice
employees should read this reserve.
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